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Using the deductive synthesis framework developed by Manna nd Waldinger we have derived 
a wide variety of recursive sorting programs. These derivations represent the first application of 
the deductive framework to the derivation of nontfivial algorithms. While the programs given 
were derived manually, we ultimately hope that a computer implementation of the system (of 
which none currently exists) will find similar programs automatically. Our derivations are 
intended to suggest this possibility; the proofs are short in relation to program complexity (on 
the order of 40 steps per program) and individual derivation steps are uncontrived. We also 
present a new rule for the generation of auxiliary procedures, a common "eureka" step in 
program construction. 
1. Introduction 
Sorting is a useful domain in which to judge the attributes of a program synthesis ystem. 
By discovering a sorting algorithm such as quicksort, an automated system can demon- 
strate both intelligence and practical utility; by failing to generate other interesting sorting 
algorithms the system can expose its limitations. In practice, automated systems are 
rather restrictive. For example in Looser (1979) the formalism restricts one to tail-recur- 
sive sorting programs and in Smith (1985) to divide-and-conquer programs.  Those 
frameworks with greater generality tend to sacrifice the formality necessary for automa-  
tion; in Darl ington (1978) and Broy (1978) manual derivations are presented that 
generate a good cross-section of the sorting algorithms but also contain many steps that 
require unmechanical ingenuity. It  is not clear how the derivations in either of  these 
papers could be automated. 
In this paper we will manually synthesize several sorting programs using the deductive 
synthesis framework proposed by Manna & Waldinger (1980, 1982). These derivations 
illustrate a combination of generality and formality inherent in the deductive approach 
and lacking in the systems mentioned above; the variety of algorithms we obtain 
compares favorably with Darlington (1978) and Broy (1978), yet our derivations are just 
as formal as in automated systems uch as Laaser (1979) and Smith (1985). We ult imately 
hope for a computer system to generate similar derivations automatically. 
We had anticipated that sorting algorithms could be derived using the Manna-  
Waldinger formalism, but it was not clear at the outset how complicated the derivations 
would be. In  fact the derivations we discovered are surprisingly simple. They are of 
complexity comparable to proofs generated by existing theorem provers and individual 
derivation steps are well motivated. In this respect he derivations erve to suggest not 
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only the possibility but also the plausibility of automated synthesis within a deductive 
framework. Of course it remains to be seen whether the derivations can in fact be 
automated. 
A second function of this exercise is to show how the deductive approach may be used 
as a tool for the analysis and discovery of algorithms. The structure of our derivation tree 
reveals an interesting duality between the derived programs. By systematically exploring 
this tree, we will see how new sorting algorithms might be discovered. 
Section 2 of this paper includes a summary of the tableau framework and its various 
deduction rules. We have augmented Manna and Waldinger's original formalism by the 
use of theory resolution and many-sorted logic. These additions are not necessary for the 
derivations to go through but do significantly reduce their length and complexity. 
Section 3 includes the formal derivation of a recursive quicksort program. In section 4 
we show how the system might automatically discover auxiliary procedures for this and 
other programs. Section 5 sketches alternative paths in the synthesis tree that lead to 
other sorting algorithms, including mergesort and insertsort. Section 6 traces the corre- 
spondence between the structure of a derivation and the structure of the program it 
generates. In section 7 we compare our derivations to a similar effort using a different 
synthesis framework. Section 8 discusses related work in program synthesis. 
2. Deductive Synthesis 
In the deductive approach, the synthesis of programs is reduced to a problem in 
theorem proving. The program specification is represented by a sentence in first-order 
logic and the target program is extracted from a proof of the sentence. 
The program specification is typically of the form 
F[b] ~ ~ zG[b, z]. 
This represents he claim that, given an input b satisfying F[b], there exists some output 
z satisfying the output condition G[b, z]. A constructive proof of this sentence will involve 
actually finding z, and thus producing an acceptable output. 
Before considering how such proofs can be discovered mechanically, let us show how 
an informal constructive proof may correspond to a program. 
EXAMPLE, A program for finding the integer square root of a nonnegative integer can be 
specified by the sentence 
3z(z2 <~ b ^ b <(z + 1)2). 
Notice that the input condition here is true, and can therefore be omitted. A proof of this 
sentence may proceed by a case analysis on the input b. In the case in which b is O, the 
theorem can be proved by taking z to be O. The resulting program would then begin with 
a conditional expression of the form 
F i fb=0 then 01 
sqrt( b ) [_else... 
The else-clause would be filled in by the other part of the proof, for the case in which 
b is different from 0. 
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INDUCTION 
Recursive calls in the target program are obtained by the use of mathematical 
induction. Recall that we wish to prove a theorem of the form 
F[b] ~ 3 zG[b, z]. 
Let f be our target program. Then inductively we may assume that f satisfies the above 
sentence for all inputs x that are less than b with respect tO some well-founded relation -< 
(where a well-founded relation is one which admits no infinite decreasing sequences). In 
other words we may assume that 
x -< b ~ (Fix] = G[x, f(x)]). 
By using this induction hypothesis within a proof, the original output z may become 
instantiated to a term contain ingf  In this way a recursive call is introduced. 
EXAMPLE. Let us now fill in the other branch for our square-root program, for the case 
in which b is different from 0. For this program the induction hypothesis i
x -K b ~ (sqrt(x) 2 <. x t, x < (sqrt(x)-- 1)2). 
If we take -< to be the well-founded predecessor relation over nonnegative integers then 
we may satisfy x --< b by taking x to be b - 1. In this case the above sentence gives 
sqr t (b -  1) 2 ~< b-  1 ^ b -  1 < (sqr t (b-  1) + I) 2. 
We may then add 1 to each side of the second inequality, to obtain 
b <(sqr t (b -  1) + 1)2+ 1. 
In the domain of nonnegative integers we have x 2 + 1 ~< (x + 1) 2, hence 
b < ((sqrt(b - 1) + 1) + 1) 2. 
Consider the case in which ( sqr t (b -  1)+ 1)2~<b; then conjoining with the above 
sentence 
( sqr t (b -1 )+ l )  2~<b ^ b<((sqr t (b -1 )+ l )+ l )  2 . 
But this is just the original output condition, taking z to be sqr t (b -1 )+ 1; 
sqrt(b - l) + 1 is therefore a Suitable program output for this case. Our program thus far 
is  ifb0t e 0 n l] [ Vif (sqrt(b - 1) + 1) 2 ~< b 
sqrt( b) 
[ else [ sqrt(b - 1) + 1 
L L e lse.  . .  
Similarly reasoning for the last case, b ~ 0 and b < (sqrt(b - 1) + 1) 2, shows that the 
theorem can be proved by taking z to be sqrt(b - 1). This completes the proof and yields 
the final program 
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if b=0 then 0 ] ]  
Fif (sqrt(b - 1) + 1) 2 ~< b 
sqrt(b) ~ [else |then sqrt(b - 1) + 1 
L kelse sqrt(b - 1) 
DEDUCTIVE TABLEAUX 
Let us now consider the precise mechanism by which proofs are carried out within the 
tableau framework. We wish to prove a sentence of the form 
F[b] = 3 zG[b, z]. 
Typically, this sentence will be proved within a particular theory T, characterized by 
the set of axioms and properties T~,. . . ,  T,,. Proving the above sentence in T is equivalent 
to showing the validity of 
3z(T  IAT2A ' ' 'AT , ,^F[b - ]  ~ G[b,z]) .  
In the tableau framework we treat the properties Tl . . . .  , T, and the input condition 
F[b] as assertions. The output condition G[b, z[ is the initial goal. Each of these sentences 
occupies a row of the tableau as follows: 
Assertions Goals Outputs 
r, 
2 
T,, 
~Ib] 
G[b, z[ z 
In general, the tableau corresponds to a first-order-logic sentence in which the 
conjunction of the assertions implies the disjunction of the goals. Free variables in the 
tableau represent existentially quantified variables in the associated sentence. For each 
goal in the tableau, the output column may contain a term. The term will be a suitable 
program output with respect o that goal; if the goal is true then the term will satisfy the 
original program specification. 
Deduction rules are used to add new rows to the tableau. This is done in such a way 
as to preserve validity of the associated sentence and preserve suitability of the output 
entries. The proof is complete when a new goal is obtained consisting of the propositional 
symbol true. In this case the associated sentence also reduces to true and is therefore 
valid. The output entry for this goal will contain our final program. 
PROPERTIES OF TABLEAUX. The following properties are useful consequences of the 
above definition. 
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Duality property 
By removing a goaI (assertion) and adding its negation as an assertion (goal), one 
obtains an equivalent tableau. 
Free variable property 
In a goal, variables have an existential meaning; the goal G[x] represents the claim that 
G holds for some x. This follows since, in the associated sentence, G[x] occurs on the right 
side of the implication, so the existential quantifier 3x may be pushed in to obtain 3xG[x]. 
On the other, hand free variables in an assertion have a universal meaning; pushing in the 
quantifier 3 y will result in the subsentence Vy A[y]. 
New row property 
Adding a new goal will make the tableau weaker (i.e., the new associated sentence is 
implied by the original). If a new goal implies the disjunction of  existing goals then the 
new tableau will be equivalent to the original. (We say that goal Gt implies goal Gz when 
3 9 Gi = 3 9 G2 is valid.) 
Instance property 
Let 0 be a substitution and G a goal in the tableau. Then adding or deleting the new 
goal GO will produce an equivalent tableau. This follows from the new row property, 
since GO implies G. 
NOTATION. Since much of what follows is presented in symbolic form, it is useful to fix 
the meaning of certain symbols from the outset. These symbols are listed below along 
with their meaning. 
f,  g, h: functions. 
p, q: predicates. 
a, b: constants. 
u, v, x, y, z: variables. 
O: an operator (i.e a function, predicate or logical connective). 
-<: an infix binary operator. 
F, G, H: sentences. 
P, Q, R: subsentences. 
r, s, t: terms. 
I, J, K: expressions (terms or sentences). 
I[J]: an expression I containing zero or more occurrences of J. (Note that I[J] may be 
J itself), 
I( J):  an expression I containing one or more occurrences of 3". (Again, I ( J )  may be 
J itself). 
0(I):  an operator O containing I in one of its argument places. 
REPLACEMENT. The deduction rules described below all utilize the syntactic precedure of  
subexpression replacement. We are given an expression I containing occurrences of  a 
subexpression J; we produce a new expression which is identical to I except that the 
occurrences of J have been replaced with some new expression K. We express the 
replacement operation informally as follows: 
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If we are considering an expression denoted by I[J] and later write I[K], we refer to 
expression obtained by replacing all occurrences of J in I and K. 
If we are considering an expression denoted by I ( J )  and later write I (K ) ,  we refer to 
the expression obtained by replacing particular occurrences of Y in I (those denoted by 
( J ) )  with K. 
I f  we are considering an expression denoted by O(I) and later write O(J), we refer to 
the expression obtained by replacing the operand I of O with 3". 
MONOTONICITY. Central to many of our deduction rules is the concept of monotonicity. 
Roughly speaking, an expression is monotonically increasing (or increasing for short) in 
some subexpression if, by replacing the subexpression with something bigger, one obtains 
a bigger expression. The expression is monotonically decreasing if performing the same 
replacement results in a smaller expression. "Bigger" and "smaller" will always be 
relative to particular operators. For example the expression x >/(3 - b) is increasing in b 
with respect o the operators < and = since increasing b (in the sense of <) will result 
in a bigger sentence (in the sense of D). 
Formally we define monotonicity inductively as follows: 
DEFINITION (Monotonicity) 
Base Case 
Let O be an n-ary operator. O is monotonically increasing in its ith argument if, for 
any expressions Jt . . . .  , or,,, K, 
J ,  -<, X = O(J i  . . . . .  J ,  . . . .  , J,,) -<20( J ,  . . . . .  K , . . . ,  J , ) .  
O is monotonically decreasing in its ith argument if, for any expressions Jl . . . . .  J,,, K, 
J, -<, K = O(J, . . . . .  K, . . . .  J,) <2 0(J,, . . . ,J~ . . . . .  J,). 
In other words, an operator O is increasing (decreasing) in one of its arguments if
increasing that argument with respect o -< ~ will always result in a corresponding increase 
(decrease) of  O with respect o ~(z. For example + is increasing in its first and second 
arguments with respect o ( <~, <~) since increasing either argument of + will increase the 
resulting sum. Notice that the monotonicity properties of O are independent of its 
operands. 
Inductive Case 
Suppose that I[J] is the ith argument of O, then O(I[J]) is increasing (decreasing) in 
J with respect o (-~1, "(2) iff there exists -~ such that 
I[Y] is increasing(increasing) in Y with respect o (-<~, ~)  
and 
O is increasing(decreasing) in its ith argument with respect o (~,  ~(z) 
or 
I[J] is decreasing(decreasing)  J with respect o (-< ~, -<) 
and 
O is decreasing(increasing) in its ith argument with respect o (-~, -~ a). 
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From this definition we may prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM (Montonicity). Let G[I] be increasing in I with respect o ('<1, -<2); then 
I, <,  I2 ~ G[I~] -<2 G[I~]. 
Let G[I] be decreasing in I with respect o ('<1, "<(2); then 
I1 -<1 12 = G[[~] "(2 Gill]. 
Intuitively this theorem says that increasing the subexpression I with respect to -< ~ will 
result in a corresponding increase or decrease of G[I] with respect o "<z- 
When referring to the monotonicity of sentences we will often speak in terms of 
polarity. If G[[] is increasing in I with respect o ( "<, =), then we say that I is of positive 
polarity in G[I] with respect o "<. We denote this fact symbolically by G[I+'<]. Similarly, 
if GIll is decreasing in I with respect o ('<, =)  then we say that I is negative in G[I] with 
respect o -< and write G[I-'<]. If  I is a subsentence then will usually assume that -< is 
the implication connective. In this case we write simply G[I +] or G[I-]. 
EXAMPLE. Let G[P] be the expression ~(P  = R); then P is positive in G[P]. 
To see this, let us apply our definition of monotonicity. The expression --q (P D R) is of  
the form Ot(O2(P)) where Ol is --7 and O2 is D. From the base case it follows that Ol 
is decreasing with respect o (=,  ~),  and that 02 is decreasing in its first argument (that 
is P) with respect o (~,  D ). From the inductive part of our definition it then follows 
that the entire expression is increasing in P with respect o (~,  ~). The monotonicity 
theorem now allows us to conclude that 
( ?  = s)  = [(-7 (p = R) = ~ (s  = R)]. 
EXAMPLE. Let x "y represent the result of appending strings x and y. Let perm(x, y) 
represent the fact that x and y are permutations of one another (i.e., the two strings 
contain the same bag of characters). Then x is positive in perm(x .y ,  z) with respect o 
perm. 
This result again follows from the definition of monotonicity. First we note that x 9 y 
is increasing in x with respect o (perm, perm) since replacing x with a permutat ion of x 
will result in a permutation of x 9 y. Next we note that perm(x 9 y, z) is increasing in x 9 y 
with respect o (perm, ~)  since replacing x .y  with a permutation of  x "y  will preserve 
the truth of perm(x'y,  z). Applying the inductive part of our definition then gives the 
desired result. In this case we may apply the monotonicity theorem to obtain 
perm(x, y) ~ [perrn(x .y, z) = perm(u .y, z)]. 
LOGICAL SIMPLIFICATION. In addition to deduction rules, we will assume that the 
system has certain built in transformation rules for simplifying newly formed tableau 
entries. 
Often a deduction rule will produce a new row containing the proposit ional symbols 
true and false. These can be eliminated by transformations like the following: 
true • P ~ P, false ~ P ~ true, "~false ~ true. 
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Another common result of applying a deduction rule is the appearance of redundant 
conjuncts, disjuncts or negation signs. These can be eliminated by the folowing transfor- 
mations: 
P A P~P,  PvP=: ,P ,  ~-nP~P.  
Finally, we assume that equality removal is done automatically using the equality 
removal rule x = x ~, true. 
Since these transformations produce equivalent sentences they may be used to replace 
the original goal, without changing the meaning of the tableau. 
DEDUCTION RULES 
In this section we will give a brief overview of the deduction rules used in this paper. 
A more complete treatment may be found in Manna & Waldinger (1986). Each rule will 
be illustrated using a segment of our quicksort derivation. 
1. RESOLUTION. Nonclausal resolution may be used to add a new row to the tableau 
using two existing rows. This rule is an extension of Robinson's original resolution 
principle. It was developed by Manna and Waldinger (1980) and independently b Murray 
(1982). The principal advantage over standard resolution is that expressions do not need 
to put into conjunctive normal form. 
First we define the ground version where resolved sentences contain no variables. 
DEFINITION (Ground Resolution). Suppose we have the following two rows of a tableau 
(where F and G are ground sentences): 
F[P] 
a[PJ t2 
The we may add the new row: 
3 F[true] ^  G[false] t 1 t2 if P then else 
Adding this goal to the tableau preserves validity since the new goal implies the 
disjunction of the previous two. To see this, assume that goal 3 is true and consider the 
case in which P is true. From F[true] we may infer goal 1, F[P]. On the other hand, if P 
is false then from G[false] we may infer goal 2, G[P]. 
We must also show that the new output entry is suitable: suppose that goal 3 is true. 
If P is true, the, as shown above, so is goal 1. In this case t, is a suitable output. On the 
other hand, if P is false then goal 2 is true and t2 is a suitable output. In either case, the 
conditional expression (if P then t~ else t~) is a suitable output, 
In the general version of the resolution rule, resolved subexpressions eed not be 
identical but only unifiable. An application of the general rule consists in first applying 
the unifying substitution to the relevant ableau entries and then proceeding exactly as in 
the ground version, For the remaining deduction rules, the general versions may be 
inferred in a like manner. 
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EXAMPLE. In our sorting derivation we start with the initial goal 
I ' F[ord(z)]:perm(b, z) ^ ~ z 
By taking the substitution 0 to be {z~2} we can unify the boxed expression with the 
following axiom (which we state as a negated goal): 
2 I atora(a]:-  
Applying resolution then produces the new goal 
3 F[true] ^  G[false]: perm(b, 2)^ true ^  "-n false 
which simplfies 
4 [ perm(b, 2) 
The resolution rule may also be used between two assertions, between an assertion and 
a goal, or between two assertions. For example, from the assertion FEP] and the goal G[P] 
we may deduce the new goal --1F[true] ^ G[false]. This follows from the above rule since, 
by the remark under duality, the assertion F may be replaced by the goal -nF. 
2. THEORY RESOLUTION. In automated theorem proving, one encounters the problem of 
assertions that dramatically increase the search space while adding only a limited number 
of useful deduction steps. For example the totality property p(x, y) ^ p(y, x) may be 
resolved with any goal containing the predicate p, but the resolvent will generally be no 
easier to prove than the original goal. Theory resolution allows for such assertions to be 
built into the deduction mechanism. In this way the assertion will only be applied when 
it is useful in the context of a higher-level inference. 
The following definition of theory resolution is adapted from Stickel (1983). 
DEFINITION (Theory Resolution). Suppose that H[P, Q] is valid in theory T. Then given 
the goals 
F[P] t, 
G[Q] t z 
we may add the theory resolvent 
F[true] /x G[true] ^  ~HIfalse,false] I if P then tl else t 2 
We call H the key in theory-resolving F and G. The soundness of this rule follows from 
that of ordinary resolution. Note that since H[P, Q] is true in T we may add it as an 
assertion without changing the meaning of the tableau in T. Resolving with G[Q] then 
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gives 
G[true] A -~H[P, false] t2 
Now resolving F[_P] with this goal gives the above theory resolvent. Alternative 
forms of  theory resolution allow us to replace P or Q with false in F and G provided 
that in H we replace the corresponding instance with true. 
Observe that normal resolution is a special case of theory resolution, taking P and 
Q to be R and H(P ,  Q)  to be R v --hR. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose we have the two entries 
RA 
F[tail(b) "<bogb]:[ tail(b) "<b.gb ] 
G[tail(x) "<,aa x]: x ~ ~. ~ [ tail(x) "<,,it x 
We cannot resolve the boxed expressions because the relations -<t,it and "<b,g are 
different. However, it happens that one is stronger than the other. This allows us to 
theory-resolve using the built-in property 
H[x "~bag Y, x "~taitY]: X "~tait Y ~ X "<h,g Y 
According to the theory-resolution rule we obtain 
R A true A 
F[true] A -riG[false] A "-nil[false, true]: "~(x # 2 =false) A t 
--7 (true =false) 
which simplifies to 
R ^ x#2 
3. RELATION REPLACEMENT. Another rule that allows us to produce a new row from 
two given rows is relation replacement. Roughly speaking this rule allows us to use 
relational information contained in one goal in order to make replacements in another. 
Relation replacement is a generalization of paramodulation. 
DEFINITION "Relation replacement). If we have the two goals: 
F[I-< J] t~ 
G( I  -<)  t2 
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then we may add the new goal 
G<J> A F[false] if I -< J then t 2 else h 
By G(I --~) we denote the fact that I has negative polarity in G with respect to 
In order to justify this rule we must show that the new goal implies the disjunction of 
the previous two and that the new output is suitable. Suppose that the new goal is true. 
Consider the case in which 1-< J is true. Then the monotonicity theorem together with 
G ( J -  ~ ) allows us to infer G ( I) .  In this case t2 is a suitable output. On the other hand 
if I-< J is false then from F[false] we may infer F[1-< J]. In this case tl is a suitable 
output. In either case one of the two given goals is true and the conditional (if I-< J then 
t 2 else t~) is a suitable output. 
A dual version of the rule allows for the replaced subexpression to occur with positive 
rather than negative polarity. In this case from the goals F[I-< J] and G(J +~<) we 
obtain the new goal G(1) A F[false]. As usual, by the duality property, we may also 
apply the rule to assertions. 
EXAMPLE. In our intitial quicksort ableau we include the induction hypothesis 
F[perm(w, sort(w))]: F pe'm(w'[ sort(w) [) ^ ] 
lord(sort(w)) J 
And in the course of the derivation we obtain the goal 
perm(tail(b), [ sort(w,) ]. sort(w2)) ^ 
G[sort(wl)-perm]: wz -<,ob ^  w2 -<,oh ^  
R 
t 
By unifying the two boxed expressions (using {w*--w~}) and applying the relation 
replacement rule we may obtain the new goal 
perm(tail(b)'wI's~ [ I 
G[w,] A ~F[false]: w 1 ~o b ^  w2 -<o~ b A t 
R 
4. RELATION MATCHING. Sometimes a deduction rule will not go through because 
unification fails on a single term. For example we may try to resolve the goals.F[x, aJand 
-nF[c, b]but fail because we are unable to unify a and b. A solution is to assume that 
a = b; this allows us to replace a by b in ~x,  a] and successfully unify the two goals. In 
this section we will show how the same approach may be used to extend an arbitrary 
deduction rule so as to handle mismatched subexpressions. 
DEFINITION (Relation Matching). Let D be a deduction rule that operates on goals 
G1(J) . . . . .  G,,(J), producing the new goal D(GI(J) . . . . .  G, ( J ) ) .  Then, for some i, 
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given the goals 
I . . . .  t 
G~_ l ( J )  
Gi(I -'<) 
at+ 1 ( J )  
G,,<J> 
D with ~ matching may be applied to obtain 
I 
[ l -< J  A D(G, ( J )  ..... G,(J> .... , G,,(J)) 
The justification for matching is straightforward. Assume that the new goal is true; we 
wish to show that one of the original goals is also true. By the soundness of D we know 
that Gk( J )  is true for some ke[1, n]. I f k  is different han i then we are done. Otherwise 
Gf( J  -<)  is true. From the monotonicity theorem and the fact that I-<o r we may then 
infer the goal Gt( I ) .  
We have defined the ground version of relation matching in which no unification is 
required. In the general version we suppose that a potential unifier is applied to G~(Jz) 
through G,,<J,,) in order to unify the relevant subexpressions, and in particular J~ 
through J,. The unifier succeeds on all subexpressions except for J~ which is instantiated 
to I rather than to .Jr. At this stage, the ground version of the rule applies. 
The relation-matching rule is quite useful because it allows us to take advantage of 
semantic information in a goal (i.e., the polarity of subexpressions) to make inferences 
that would otherwise be blocked by failed unification. Manna & Waldinger (1982; 1986) 
define separate matching rules for resolution and relation replacement. Our rule combines 
and generalizes these rules. 
EXAMPLE. In our quicksort derivation we include the assertion 
F[perm(u 9 w, x 9 u . y)] : erm(u, w, x .  u. y) =- perm(w, x , y) 
and the initial goal 
G[perm(b- =, z)]'[perm(b, z) [ ^  ord(z) 
Applying the substitution {z ~ x .  u 9 y} almost unifies the boxed expressions, leaving 
a mismatch between b and u" w. Accordingly, we may apply resolution with equality 
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matching to obtain 
FPerm(w, x " y)  ^ 7 
b = u 9 w ^ -7 F[ fa lse]  ^ G[true]: ]o rd(x .  u . y)  ^ J L b =u.  w 
SORTED LOGIC 
Our theory contains two kinds of object: integers and strings. In axiomatizing this 
theory we will need some way of distinguishing between the two; otherwise false 
inferences could result from applying axioms to objects of the wrong type. Normally the 
distinction would be accomplished by the use of sort predicates. For example, to express 
the fact that the integer u is a member of the string u 9 x, we would write 
integer(x)  ^  str ing(x)  ~ u ~u " x. 
In addition we would have sort axioms giving the domain sorts and range sorts of various 
functions within the theory; for example 
integer(u)  ^  str ing(x) = string(u 9 x).  
This approach works but has the disadvantage of introducing cumbersome reasoning 
about sorts into the derivation; every time we apply an axiom we must then prove the 
sort conditions. In this paper we have opted for an alternative mechanism to deal with 
sorts: a sorted logic that builds information about sorts into the deductive mechanism. In 
this way no explicit sort reasoning need be performed. Also, we reduce the search space 
by blocking applications of an axiom to objects of the wrong sort. The benefit of sorted 
logic in automated theorem proving is clearly demonstrated by Walther (1984). Using 
many-sorted resolution he obtains a 17-step automatic proof of Schubert's treamroller 
challenge problem. Previous to this the only other proof was hand generated and used 54 
steps. 
We adopt an approach similar to Walther (1984) in which each symbol of the theory 
is associated with a domain sort and/or a range sort. (For example the length function 
over strings would have a domain sort of str ing and a range sort of integer.) Using this 
information the system can make sure that expressions in the theory are well sorted (i.e., 
that operators have operands of the appropriate sort), and that only terms of equal or 
"conformable" sorts be unifiable. In general the notions of well-sortedness and unfiability 
can be quite problematic for a sorted logic. In our case we are fortunate to have a sort 
structure that allows for simple definitions of these concepts. Formally we proceed as 
follows: 
9 Assign sorts to each of the symbols in our theory: a variable or constant symbol is 
assigned a unique sort. A function or predicate symbol is assigned one domain sort for 
each of its operands. The function symbol is also assigned a unique range sort. 
We define the following. 
9 Well-sortedness: variables and constants are well sorted. For an n-ary operator 0 
and expressions t~ through t,,, O(f i  . . . . .  t,,) is well sorted if, for each i in [1, n], the sort 
of t; is a subsort of or equals the domain sort of O in its ith argument. 
9 Unifiability: two expressions are unifiable if they are unifiable in the normal sense 
with the restriction that a variable x may only be instantiated to a term t on condition 
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that the sort of t is a subsort of or is equal to the sort of x. We assume the use of 
commutative unification and associative pattern matching. 
In our theory there are two sorts: integer and string; integer is a subsort of string (i.e., 
strings of length one are identified with integers.) 
THE THEORY. In this section we present the axioms of our theory. For the sake of 
brevity we include only those axioms that are used in the subsequent derivations. For 
completeness an actual system would include a full set of Peano-style axioms for all 
operators in the theory. 
Sort declarations 
We list functions according to their range sorts. Domain sorts are defined by the sorts 
of the variable given as arguments. 
integer variables: u, v. 
string variables: w, x, y, z. 
string constants: b, c, d, 2 
integer functions: f (x ,  y), g(x, y), h(u, x). 
string functions: x . y, head(x), tail(x), left(x), right(x). 
predicates: u ~ x, ord(x), perm(x, y), x -< bog Y, x -<,~it Y, x -< szri,g Y. 
The above functions have the following meanings: x 9 y denotes the result of appending 
y to x; head(x) and tail(x) denote respectively the first element of x and the string of 
remaining elements; left(x) and right(x) denote the left and right halves of x. The 
functions f ,  g, and h are skolem functions that result from removing quantifiers from the 
axioms in which they appear. Informally one may think of these functions as representing 
arbitrary integers. To encourage this interpretation we will omit the arguments of f ,  g and 
h in what follows (while of course keeping track of the arguments logically). 
The predicates may be interpreted as follows: u ex  says that u is a member of x; oral(x) 
says that the elements of x are in increasing order from left to right; perm(x, y) says that 
x and y are permutations of one another (i.e. that they contain the same bag of 
elements); x ~%~gy says that the elements of x form a proper subbag of those in y; 
x'<t~uy says that x equals tail(y) for nonempty ; x -~t r i ,gy  says that x is a proper 
substring of y. 
Axioms 
The following properties will be included as assertions in the initial tableau. 
For nonempty x, x is equal to tail(x) appended to head(x). 
x ~ 2 ~ x = head(x) . tail(x) head-tail axiom 
For nonempty x, if tail(x) is empty then the head of x is x itself. 
x v ~ 2 ^ tail(x) = ,l = x = head(x) single element property 
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For nonempty, nonatomic x, x is equal to right(x) append to left(x), and both left(x) 
and right(x) are different from (i.e. shorter than) x itself. 
f x = left(X)x '^right(x) ^ [ 
[x a ^  x T=lleft(x 
ktail(x) r Lright(x) ~ x 
The empty string 2 contains no elements. 
7(ue 2) 
left-right axiom. 
e-empty axiom. 
u is member of v . x when either u equals v or u is a member of x. 
u ~ v 9 x = u = v v u ~ x ~-insert axiom. 
Every string is permutation of itself. 
perm(x, x) perm-reflexive axiom. 
Two strings will remain permutations after adding or removing a common element. 
perm(u 9 x, y 9 u x z) - perm(x, y 9 z) perm-insert axiom. 
The empty string is ordered. 
ord( ,~) or&empty axiom. 
Every atomic string is ordered. 
ord(u) or&atom property. 
If x is ordered and u is less than or equal to all the elements of x then u 9 x is also 
ordered. 
Iord(x) ^  J 
h ex  ~ u <. h ~ ord(u 9 x) ord-insert axiom. 
If x and y are ordered and all the elements of x are less than or equal to all the 
elements of y then x .y is ordered. 
ford(x)^ 
ord(y) ^  ~ ord(x 9 y) or&append property. 
ex ^ gey  = f <<.g) 
For nonempty x, tail(x) is smaller than x with respect o the well-founded relation 
"~ tail. 
x r 2 ~ tail(x) -<ta, x -%,il axiom. 
In addition to the above assertions we will build in certain properties. These will not be 
included as assertions but may be used as keys when theory-resolving two entries in the 
tableau. 
x<<_yvy<<.x 
p (x l , . . . ,  xn) ~ q(xl . . . .  , x,) 
y=w'x 'z  Axr  D x'~,t,i,,gy 
perm(w 9 u . x, y) = x ~bag Y 
totality property, 
where p is stronger than q, 
"~ strO~g ' axi o m, 
-< h,,g axiom. 
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SPECIFICATION FOR SORT. Given a string b we wish to produce a string z containing the 
same elements as b but arranged in increasing order. Formally, z must satisfy the output 
condition perm(b, z) /x ord(z). Our initial goal is therefore 
perm(b, z) ^  ord(z) I z 
Accordingly our induction hypothesis is 
x ~,,, b = (perm(x, sort(x)) ^  ord(sort(x))) 
Intuitively, this assertion says that for all x smaller than b, sort(x) satisfies the original 
output condition. The sense in which x is less than b will be defined by the well-founded 
relation -<~. The previous ection contained axioms defining three different well-founded 
relations: the -<t,u relation, the "<sm,,g relation and the "<bag relation; -<,o may be 
instantiated to any one of these. (Formally x <~oy represents a three-place predicate 
-<(x, y, w). By instantiating o) we obtain a particular well-founded relation.) 
We are now ready to begin our derivation! 
3. Derivation of Quieksort 
In this section we will give a detailed derivation for the program quicksort. In the next 
section we will see how auxiliary procedures for this program can be derived. 
QUICKSORT 
We will now derive a recursive version of Hoare's original quieksort algorithm. In 
quicksart we partition a string b into three parts, a discriminating element u, those 
elements of b less than or equal to u and the remaining elements greater than u. By 
sorting the last two parts and appending to either side of u we obtain the final output. 
THE BASE CASE. Recall that our initial goal is 
] ...... 1 ]perm(b,z) ^ ~  .]-z I 
By applying the substitution 0: {z~-;t}, we can unify the boxed expression with the 
ord-empty axiom below 
Applying resolution then produces the new goal 
2 ._ perm(b, ~) 
At this stage we would like to resolve with the perm-reflexive axiom 
Taking 0 to be {x ~ b} will unify the first pair of arguments but will fail to unify the 
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second. In this case resolution with equality matching may be used to obtain 
Goal 3 represents the base case for our sorting program. It states that for an empty 
input string, a suitable output is the empty string itself. 
THE INDUCTIVE CASE. Let us go back to our initial goal 
i I I 
We now work on the perm conjunct using the perm-insert axiom 
Iperm  w,x y'l ,'ero w, x Y' I [ 
We would like to unify the boxed expressions. Taking 0 to be {z *-- x -  u 9 y} unifies the 
second arguments of perm but fails to unify b and u.w.  We wilt therefore apply 
resolution with equality matching. The resulting goal is 
perm(w, x 9 y) ^ 
ord(x . u .y) ^  
b=u 'w ] 
x 9 u "y 
To prove the last conjunct we may use the head-tail axiom 
x ~ 2 ~ x = head(x) .tail(x) 
To unify the two boxed expressions we take 0 to be {x~b,  u~head(b),  w~ta i l (b)} .  
Applying resolution then gives 
perm(tail(b), x 9 y) ^ 
5 [ ord(x, head(b)'y) ] ^  x .head(b) .y  
b#2 
The result of the last two stops is to divide the input b into head(b), tail(b) and 
the output z into x .  head(b).y.  The original requirement perm(b,z) then becomes 
perrn(head(b).tail(b), x .  head(b)'y). By the perm-insert axiom this is equivalent to 
perm(tail(b), x . y). 
Notice that goal 5 already contains the basic principle for quieksort: we must partit ion 
tail(b) into two parts x and y such that all the elements of x come before head(b) and all 
those of y come after. Our task now is to find x and y in terms of b. 
The second conjunct requires that x .  head(b).y be ordered. We can break this into 
three separate conditions: that x be ordered, that head(b) .y  be ordered, and that all the 
elements of z be less than or equal to all the elements of head(b) .y. Formally, this step 
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is accomplished resolving with the or&append property below 
ford(x) ^ ] 
ord(w) ^  ~10rd(x .w)  I 
~x  A gsw ~ f <~g) 
Taking 0 to be {w ~ head(b) 9 y} we can resolve on the boxed expressions. The resulting 
goal is 
i 
perm(tail(b), x . y) ^ 
ord( ) ^  I y) 
6 fEx  A g shead(b) . y D,fi <~ g ^ 
b#2 
x . head(b) . y 
Let us similarly break up ord(head)(b) 9 y). Since head(b) is of sort integer we can use the 
ord-insert property 
l ord(y) a 1~ ord(u . y) hsy~u~h 
Taking u ~ head(b) we resolve to obtain 
perm(tail(b), x 9 y) ^ 
ord(x) A ord(y)  ^  
I I 7 f ~x ^  [ g ~ head(b), y ] ~ f <~ g 
h sy  ~ head(b) <~ h ^ 
b#2 
^ x " head(b) 9 y 
Now recall the e-insert property 
usv'y -(u=v ^ usy) 
Taking 0 to be {u ~g,  v e-head(b)} we can apply equivalence replacement to replace 
g shead(b) .y  by the disjunction g = head(b)vgsy .  The resulting goal is 
18 perm(tail(b), x . y) ^ ord(x) A ord(y)  ^  ( fex  ^ (g =head(b) v g~y)) ~f  <~g ^  hey  ~ head(b) <~ h ^ 
br  
x . head(b) 9 y 
Notice that the above goal contains an equality. Performing a case analysis on this 
equality allows us to break up the fourth conjunct: if g equals head(b) then we can 
replace g-----head(b) with o'ue and all occurrences of g with head(b). This yields 
( fex  ^( t rue  v head(b)~y) )~f~head(b) ,  which simplifies to fex  ~ f <~head(b). On 
the other hand if g- -head(b)  is false then from the same conjunct we obtain 
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J 'ex A g~y ~f<.Ng. In either case, the fourth conjunct is implied by the conjunction 
( fex  = f ~ head(b)) A ( fex  A gey  D f <~g). 
Thus it is sound to add the new goal 
9 
perm(tail(b), x " y) ^ 
[ o rd (x ) I^  [ ord(y) 
f ex  = f <~ head(b) A 
fex  ^ gey  D f <.Ng ^  
hey  ~ head(b) ~ h A 
A 
x 9 head(b) .y 
Formally goal 9 is obtained by a single application of equality replacement between goal 
8 and itself. Let Fig = head(b)] and Gig] both represent goaI 8. Then according to the 
relation replacement rule we can add the new goal F[false] A G[head(b)]. After simplify- 
ing (including equality removal) this yields goal 9 above9 
Now recall the induction hypothesis 
w -<,~ b ~ (perm(w, sort(w)) A ord(sort(w)) 
We may resolve successively with each ord conjunct in Goal 9 to obtain 
10 
perm(tail(b),[ sort(w,)-I.perm ]. sort(w2)) A 
f ~ sort(wl) +p ..... [ = f <. head(b) A 
sort(wl) +p ..... ] A h esort(w2) ~ g ~ h ^ g 
h esort(w2) = head(b) <~ h ^ 
br  
sort(w1) 
head(b) 
sort(w2) 
We still have not used some information supplied by the induction hypothesis: that 
sort(w) is a permutation of w. This fact together with the positive polarity of sort(wt) 
(with respect to perm) allows us to greatly simplify the above goal. Formally, let 
F[perm(w, sort(w)] and G[sort(wl) pe'm§ represent the induction hypothesis and goal 10, 
respectively9 Then according to the relation replacement rule we may derive 
-nF[false] A G[Wl]. After simplication this yields 
11 
perm(tail(b), w~ 9 sort(w2)) ^  
f ~wl ~ f <~ head(b) A 
g~w~ A hesort(w2) ~ g <<. h A 
h ew2 ~ head(b) <<. h A 
Wl"<o~ b A W2 "<,o b A 
b#2 
sort(wO. 
head(b). 
sort(w2) 
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An analgous step using w2 then gives 
12 
perm(tail(b), wl " w2) ^  
few1 ~ f <~ head(b) ^  
g ~wl ^  h ew2 ~ g <<. h ^ 
h ~ w2 ~ head(b) ~ h ^ 
A 
sort(w1). 
head(b) 
These replacements are intuitively motivated by the fact that s and perm only care 
about the elements in a string, not their order; for these relations sort(w) is effectively 
indistinguishable from w. 
We have now made use of the induction hypothesis. But has it been applied correctly? 
The test is whether we can prove the two conjuncts Wl ~(o~ b and wz-<,, b. These 
conditions ensure that we are not trying to derive a nonterminating program. Let us start 
by resolving each conjunct with the -<hag axiom perm(x 9 u 9 w, y) ~ w "<b,g Y. We obtain 
13 
perm(tait(b), wl " w2) ^  
f ~wt = f < head(b) ^  
gewt  ^ h~w2~g ~h ^ 
hew 2 = head(b) <~ h ^ 
perm(xl  9 Ul 9 wl, b) ] ^ perm(x2 "u2 " w2, b) ^ 
b#2 
sort(wt). 
head(b) 
sort(w2) 
Now recall the perm-insert axiom 
[ perm(v .y ,x .v .w)  =-perm(y,x  9w) 
We wish to resolve the two boxed expressions. We first attempt to unify using 
commutative unification and taking the substitution 0 to be {x ~x~, u ~ u~, w *--Wl}. A 
mismatch persists between b and v .y ,  leading us to use resolution with equality 
matching, resulting in the new goal 
14 
perm(tail(b), wt ' w2 A 
J 'ewl ~ f <~ head(b) ^  
gewl  ^ hewz  ~g <<.h ^  
h e w2 ~ head(b) <~ h A 
perm(y,  x, . w~) ^  [ perm(xz . u~ " w2, b) ] ^ 
b=v.y  ^bva2 
sort(w1). 
head(b) 
sort(w2) 
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An analogous tep using the last perm conjunct gives 
15 
perm(tail(b), wt ' w2) ^  
f~wl  ~ f <<. head(b) ^  
g~w~ ^  h~w2 = g <~ h ^ 
h ~ w2 ~ head(b) <~ h ^ 
perm(y,  xt ' wl) ^ perm(y' ,  x2" w2) ^  
b=v.y  ^[b=v"y ' l^b~2 
sort(w1)" 
head(b). 
sort(w2) 
By taking 0 to be {x ~ b, v ~ head(b), v" *-- head(b), y ~ tail(b), y" ~ tail(b) } we may unify 
the boxed expressions with the head-tail axiom x # 2 ~ x = head(x) .tail(x) and resolve 
to obtain 
16 
perm(tait(b), wl " w2) ^  
f~wl  ~ f <<. head(b) ^  
g~wl ~ h~wz~g <~h ^  
h ~ wz ~ head(b) <~ h A 
perm(tail(b), x 1 9 w~) ^  perm(tail(b), x 2 9 w2) ^  
sort(w1)" 
head(b). 
sort(w2) 
Notice that the last two perm conjuncts are redundant given the first conjunct: once 
we find w i and w 2 to satisfy perm(tail(b), w l 'w2)  then perm(tail(b), xl" wl) and 
perm(tail(b), x2" w2) will also be satisfied by taking x 1 and x 2 to be w2 and w 1 respectively. 
In other words, the original conditions that wl and w2 be smaller than b are already 
implicit in the first conjunct. Thus, in a sense, we have dispensed with the ordering 
conditions that we originally set out to prove in Goal 12. 
Earlier we derived the base case 
Since b r 2 is shorthand for --7 (b = 2) we may resolve with the boxed expression in goal 
16 to obtain 
17 
perm(tail(b), wl ' w2) ^  
fEwt  ~f  <~ head(b) ^  
g~wl  ^  h~wz~g <~ h /x 
h ~ wz ~ head(b) <~ h ^ 
perm(tail(b), xl " wl) ^ perm(tail(b), x2 " w2) 
if b = 2 then .~ 
~sort(w1) "\
else |head(b). ~ 
\ sort(w2) / 
Informally, the above goal requires that we partition the elements of tail(b) into wl and 
w2, so that Wl contain only those elements less than or equal to head(b), and w2 contain 
only elements greater than or equal to head(b). At this point the system would need to 
derive two auxiliary functions to perform this partitioning. The two functions would be 
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defined by the following assertion: 
perm(x, les(x) 9 gre(x)) ^  
vl eles(x) D v I <~ head(b) A 
v2sles(x) ^  v3sgre(x) = v2 <~ v3 ^  
v4~gre(x) ~ head(b) <~ v4 ^  
perm(x, skt(b) 9 les(b)) ^  perm(x, sk2(b) 9 gre(b)) 
In a later section we will see how this assertion could be automatically derived as a lemma 
during the proof (along with programs to compute les and gre). 
Taking 0 to be 
{V 1 <'--- f~  V 2 e -g ,  I) 3 4-- h, v4 ~- h, x ~ tail(b), 
wl +- les(tail(b)), w2 +-gre(tail(b)), xl ~ ski(b), x2 +-- sk2(b)}, 
we may resolve the above assertion with goal 17 to obtain 
18 true 
if b =2 then 2 
/sort(les(head(b), tail(b))).) 
else ~ head( b ) " 
\ sort(gre( head( b ), tail))) 
The final program for quicksort is therefore 
sort(x) ~ [ [sort(les(head(x), tail(x))). 
]else|head(x). 
k \sort(gre(head(x), tail(x))) ]J 
AUXILIARY TABLEAUX 
In the previous derivation we included an assertion that defined the functions les and 
gre corresponding to auxiliary procedures called by the main program. But this assertion 
is of a different character from the original theory axioms; in practice it would not 
initially be known to the system. In this section we will see how the system could 
automatically discover and prove assertions of this type, and in the process generate 
programs for the functions they define. The method presented here is a generalization f
Manna & Waldinger (1980). 
Suppose that in the course of a derivation we obtain a goal of the form 
f(b) 
i G[t[b], x] rib, x] 
and subsequently the new goal 
j F[G[t'[b], x'] r'[b, x'] 
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Notice that goal j contains a replica of the original goal G[t[b], x]. This suggests that it 
may be possible to prove G by induction, provided that t'[b] is smaller than t[b] with 
respect o some well-founded relation. Accordingly we will introduce a new tableau with 
G as the initial goal, 
fnew(c) 
1 G[c, x] x 
To allow the use of induction, we have generalized the original goal, replacing the term 
t[b] with an arbitrary constant c. For this goal the corresponding induction hypothesis 
t y -.(~ c = G[y, fnew(y)] 
We call the new tableau an auxiliary tableau since it may be used to derive an auxiliary 
procedure to compute the function fnew. By applying similar deduction steps to those 
that lead from goal i to goal j, we hope to obtain the new goal 
] k F'[G[t"[e], x']] r"[c, x'] ] 
The subsentence G may now be "proved" by resolving with the above induction 
hypothesis, resulting in the new goal 
. . . . . . .  
k + 1 F'[true] ^  t"[c] "<,o c r"(c, fnew(t"[c])) 
Suppose that the proof goes through with the final goal 
true sic] -~ 
The resulting program for fnew is then 
fnew(y) r s[y]. 
By completing the auxiliary tableau we have proved G[c, x] by taking x to be fnew(c). 
Since c was arbitrary we have more generally shown that V yG[y, fnew(y)]. We may 
therefore return to the main tableau and add this sentence as a derived lemma. 
G{y, fnew(y)] 
Note that this assertion unifies with goal i 
G{t{b], x] 
By resolving we obtain the new goal 
I true 
rib, x] 
r[b,.fnew(t[b])] 
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so our final program is 
f (x )  ~ f ix,  fnew(t[x3)3, 
fnew(y)  ~ s[ y'l. 
The introduction of auxiliary procedures was illustrated for the case in which G is of 
the form G[t, x]. In general we allow any number of terms and free variables to be 
included. In the auxiliary tableau, each term will correspond to a separate input constant, 
and each free variable to the output for a distinct auxiliary procedure. 
The above procedure for generating an auxiliary tableau was purely syntactic and 
would therefore be natural to automate. 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURES FOR QUICKSORT 
Let us now illustrate the above procedure by showing how the system would derive 
auxiliary procedures for the program quicksort. Recall that toward the end of the 
quieksort derivation we obtained the goal 
A 
perm(tail(b), wi 9 w2) A 
f~wl  = f <~head(b) A
g~wi  A hew2~g <~h A 
h ~ w2 ~ head(b) <~ h A 
perm(tail(b), x t 9 Wl) A perm(tail(b), x2 9 w2) 
tA 
where tA stands for some complicated term. This goal was resolved with the assertion 
perm(x,  les(x) 9 gre(x)) A 
v(~les(x) ~ vl <<. head(b) A 
v2eles(x) A v3egre(x) = 0 2 ~ o 3 A 
v4egre(x ) ~ head(b) ~ v4 A 
perm(tail(b), ski (b) 9 tes(b)) A perm(tail(b), sk2(b ) " gre(b)) 
to obtain the final program for quicksort. But in general such specialized assertions are 
not initially available to the system; let us see how the proof might proceed without he 
above assertion. 
As we did earlier in the quicksort derivation, we might begin by resolving with the 
perm-insert axiom 
b , t '  perm(v .y ,w v w2)q =-perm(y, w 9 w;) 
By taking 0 to be {w ~wl ,  wz~-v"  w;} we can resolve (by equality-matching tail(b) 
and v, y) the boxed expression with the first conjunct of goal A to get 
B 
perm(y ,  w, . w; ) )  ^ 
f~wl -~f  <~head(b) A
g~w~ A he  v . w~ ~g <~h ^  
hev  9 w~ = head(b) <. h ^ 
perm(tail(b), Xl 9 wl) A 
perm(tail(b), x2 " v 9 w~) A 
tail(b) = v 9 y 
t~ 
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A similar step applied to the last perm conjunct gives 
C 
perm(y ,  w I 9 wP2)) ^ 
f~wl  =f  <~ head(b) ^  
g~w~ ^ h~v.w;~g<~h^ 
hev  " w '2 ~ head(b) <~ h ^ 
perm(tai l(b),  Xl 9 w~) ^  
perm( y ' ,  x2 " w'2) ^  
[ ta i l (b )=v.y  A ta i l (b )=v.y '  I 
I I 
tc  
Now we resolve with the head-tai l  axiom to get rid of the last two conjuncts 
D 
perm(tai l(tai l(b)),  we " w'2)) ^  
few,  ~ f <~ head(b) /x 
g~wl  ^ h~ head(tail(b)) . w'2~ g <.h ^ 
h ~head(tail(b)) 9w'2 ~ head(b) <~ h ^ 
perm(tai l (b),  xl  " wl) ^ 
perm(tai l(tai l(b)),  Xz " W'2) ^  
tail(tail(b)) ~ 2 
tD 
By similar use of the ~-insert and perm-insert  axioms we eventually obtain 
E 
perm(tai l(tai l(b)),  w, ' w'2)) ^  
.f~w~ ~ f <~ head(b) A 
g~wl  ^ h~w'2~g ~h ^ 
h Ew~ ~ head(b) <~ h ^ 
perm(tait(tai l(b)), x{ 9 wq) ^  
perm(tai l(tait(b)),  x2 " w'z) ^  
g ~ w t ~ g <~ head(b) ^  
tail(tail(b)) v ~ ,~ ^  head(b) <~ head(tail(b)) 
tE 
Notice that goal E contains a replica of goal A. Specifically, let 
G[tail(b), wl, w> x~, x2] 
represent goal A, then goal E is of the form 
" '  11 FIG[tail(tail(b)), wl, w2, x 1, x2 . 
Accordingly, we may form an auxiliary tableau containing the initial goal 
(lea(d), gre(d) 
1 G[d, wl, w2, xl, xd (w,, w2> 
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This expands to 
(les(d), gre(d) ) 
perm(d, wl, w2) ^  
fEw l  D f <.N head(b) ^  
g~wl  ^  h~w2~g <<.h ^  
h ~ w2 ~ head(b) <~ h ^ 
perm(d, xl 9 wO ^ perm(d, x2 " w2) 
(wi, w2) 
Notice that we have ignored the output columns for x~ and for x2; we do not need to 
know how to compute x~ and x2 since they do not occur in the output for sort (as do wt 
and w~). A proof of the above ;entence within the tableau framework requires approxi- 
mately 20 steps. The resulting brograms for les and gre are 
if x = 2 then (4, 2) ] 
/ rif head(x) ~ head(b) ] 
(les(x), gre(x) ) = else/then <head(~). les(tail(x),, gre(tail(x)) >l l  
Lelse (tes(taiI(x)), head(x),  gre(tail(x))  J j  
Goal 1 corresponds to the quantified sentence 
~perm(x, w,, w,) ] 
iviewl = v, <~ "l;ead(b) 
(V X)(~ 1121, W2, XI, X2)(V /)1' 02' /'33' V4)/v~ew, ^  v3sw~ = v~ < v3 
[vnew2 ~ head(b) ~ v4 
~perm(x, xl " wl) ^ perm(x, x2 " w,) 
which we have proved by taking w~ to be les(x) and w2 to be gre(x). Accordingly, 
we may add the following assertion to the main tableau: 
perm(x, les(x) . gre(x)  ^  
vl eles(x) D vl <~ head(b) ^  
v2eles(x)  ^  v3~gre(x) D v 2 <<. v 3 ^  
v4~gre(x ) ~ v 4 >i- head(b) ^  
perm(x, ski(x) 9 gre(x)) A perm(x, sk2(x) 9 les(x)) 
allowing us the proceed with the original derivation for quicksort. The complete program 
for quicksort is therefore 
[if x =4 then~ ] 
=1 quick, o.t(x) le s~ Ihead(x)" Jl 
L \quicksort(gre(tail(x))) IJ 
I 
f y = 2 then (4, 2) ] 
gre(y) ) ~ rif head(y) <~ head(x) ~,z .,~ r tall ) 
(Ies(y), [e l se l then(head(y) . les ( ta i~tys , ,ge(  .(y))  ] [  - 
I 
[else (les(tail(y)), head(y) 9 gre(tail(y))  JJ 
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The x occurring in the procedures for tes and gre is a global constant, identical to the 
argument x initially given to quicksort. 
The method used to derive auxiliary procedures for quicksort may be applied 
analogously to obtain auxiliary procedures for the other programs derived in the next 
section. 
5. Other Sorting Programs 
In this section we will see how alternative paths in the derivation tree lead to other 
sorting programs, including mergesort, selectsort, insertsort, bubblesort and two other 
novel sorting programs. 
MERGESORT 
Let us now see how the Manna-Waldinger formalism may be used to derive another 
common sorting program: mergesort. In mergesort we first split b roughly in half, sort the 
two halves and then interleave to obtain the final output. The split requires that b contain 
at least two elements; we must handle separately the case in which b is empty and the case 
in which b contains a single element. If  b is empty a suitable output is the empty string 
itself. This was represented earlier by goat 3. We will now derive a suitable output for the 
other case. 
Recall that our initial goal was 
This time we will resolve with the perm-reflexive axiom perm(x, x). We obtain 
Now we would like to resolve with the or&atom property ord(u). But u is of sort integer 
and b of sort string, causing our sorted unification algorithm to fail. Accordingly we must 
use resolution with equality matching. The resulting goal is 
I I 
Taking 0 to be {x ~ b, u *- head(b) }, this goal resolves with the single element property 
The resulting goal is 
x ~ ,~ ^  tail(x) = 2 m I x = head(x)]. 
4 b ~ 2 = 2 ] b 
I 
A tail(b) 
I , ,  - - , , ,  
This is our second base case. It states that, for an atomic string b, a suitable output for 
sort(b) is b itself. Let us now derive the recursive branch of our sorting program, for the 
case in which b has two or more elements. Recall that our two string dividing functions 
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left and right are defined by the assertion 
yr  2] tail(y) r 
r)-] = left(y) 9 right(y) ^ ]  
= [leftCy) r  ^ 
Lright( y) ~ y 
By taking y to be b we may use equality replacement to replace b in goal 1 with 
left(b) .right(b), The resulting goal is 
perm(left(b)-P . . . .  right(b) -re~m, Z) ^  
ora(z) ^  
br  A tail(b) r 2 
Now recall the induction hypothesis 
perm(x, sort(x)) ^  
x -.<,,~ b ~ ord(sort(x)) 
and the built-in "<~,ri,,g axiom 
[ 1 X -c~strgng y.W 1 ' X " W 2 = y 
Let 0 be {x~left (b) ,y~b}.  We apply 0 respectively to the left-right axiom, the 
induction hypothesis, and the above "<str;,g axiom. We denote the results by 
F[left(b) r b], 
G[left(b) "<~m,,. b]. 
H[left(b) r b, left(b) -<~,,,,,g b]. 
Using these three sentences we may form the theory resolvant 
F[false] v G[true] v H[true, false]. 
This expands to 
A. -~/tail(b) ~ 2J " L o ~ ~  v b ~ w,. 9 11 
An analogous tep using right(b) gives 
B. 
fb e 2 ^  q [ per,~(right(b), sort(right(b)) ^  ] w,) 
-~ [tail(b) # aJ v Lo;a(sort(right(b))  ,, b e w3"right(b)" 
Notice that in goal 5, left(b) and right(b) have negative polarity with respect o perm. 
Using assertion A we may apply relation substitution to replace /eft(b) with sort(left(b)). 
Similarly, assertion B may be used to replace right(b) with sort(right(b)). The resulting oal 
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perm(sort( left(b)) 9sort(right(b)), z) /~ 
oral(z) ^  
br  ^ tail(b) ~ 2 ^ 
w 1 9 left(b) 9 w2 = b A 
w3" right(b) . w4 = b 
Using the left-right axiom we may replace l e f t (b ) .w2 with b, taking {w2~r ight (b )} .  A 
similar replacement may be applied to replace w3 ' right(b) with b. Then resolving with the 
empty properties 2 9 x = x and x .  2 = x entirely eliminates the last two conjuncts. 
perm(sort( left(b)) 9sort(right(b)), z) A 
ord(z) ^  
b r  ^ tail(b) ~ 2 
At this stage the auxiliary function merge would be derived. The defining assertion for 
merge is 
ord(x)  ^  ord( y) = 
perm(x  . y, merg(x, y)) ^ 
oral(merge(x, y)) 
Intuitively, this assertion states that given two ordered strings x and y, merge will form 
a new ordered string by merging their elements. Resolving the assertion with goal 8 gives 
b # 2 A tail(b) r a 
l ord(sort( left(b)))]^ 
ord(sort(righ)(b)) 
merge(sort(left(b)), sort(right(b))) 
The two boxed expressions match ord conjuncts in assertions A and B, respectively. 
Resolving once for each assertion gives 
br  A tail(b) r 2 A 
wt " left(b) . w2 --- b 
w3 " right(b) 9 w4 = b 
merge(sort(left(b)), sort(right(b))) 
The last two conjuncts may be eliminated as in goal 7 
10 b r 2 ^ [,tail(b) ~ 2~ I, merge(sort(left(b)), sort(right(b))) 
Now recall the atom base case 
4 br  /~ ta i l (b ) - -2  b 
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Resolving with goal 10 
t I b ~ 3~ if tail(b) = ). then b 
else merge(sort(left(b)), sort(right(b))) 
To complete the proof, we resolve with the other base case b --- 2 
if b = 2 then ,t 
12 true else if tail(b) = 2 then b 
else merge(sort(left(b)), sort(right(b))) 
The final program for mergesort is therefore 
r I i f x  = ;t then )1. 1 
I 9 [sort(left(x)), "~] |" 
sort(x) Jelse [if tail(x) = 2 then x "] ] 
[ ke,se merge t, sort(right(x)) JJ 
The auxiliary procedure merge could be discovered in a manner analogous to the 
auxiliary procedures for quicksort. The derivation requires about 25 steps and results in 
the program 
[if x=2 theny  1 
]else if y = 2. then x [ 
merge(x, Y) ~ [else ] Fif head(x) <<. head(y) 1 I" 
[then head(x) . merge(tail(x), y) l l 
Lelse head(y)- merge(x, tail(y)) J ] 
SELECTSORT 
In this section we will see how a slightly different choice at the beginning of first 
derivation could have led to a final program of seleetsort rather than quicksort. 
In the quieksort derivation we used the perm-insert axiom 
I perm(u 9 w, x 9 u 9 y) ] = perm(w, x 9 y) 
and the initial goal 
I [ perm(b, z) I ^  ord(z) 
to derive 
4a 
perm(w, x . y) ^ 
ord(x . u " y) ^ 
[b=u'w]  
x .to 'y  
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Goal 4a was obtained via resolution with equality matching: we unified the second 
arguments of each perm conjunct using {z *--x 9 u. y} and matched the first arguments, 
b and u. w. But since perm is symmetric, and our unification algorithm is commutative, 
we could have tried instead to unify opposite arguments. We would have succeeded in 
unifying z with u 9 w, but failed to unify b with x 9 u .y. In this case applying resolution 
with equality matching would produce 
4b 
perm(w, z 9 y) ^ 
ord(u " w) A 
[b=x 'u 'y ]  
tt " W 
While goals 4a and 4b were obtained in a similar manner and exhibit a similar 
appearence they in fact lead to two quite different sorting programs. That 4a leads to 
quieksort was seen earlier. Let us now see how 4b leads to a seleetsort algorithm. 
The condition b = x 9 u.  y requires that u be an element of b and that the string x 9 y 
contain the remaining elements of b; perm(w, x " y) requires that the elements of w be the 
same as those in x 9 y; finally ord(u 9 w) requires that u be less than or equal to all the 
elements of w, and that w itself be ordered. Taken together, the three conditions then 
require that u be the minimum element of b and that w contain the remaining elements 
of b arranged in increasing order. If  these conditions are fulfilled, then the output entry, 
u.w effectively determines the recursive branch of a seleetsort program: select the 
minimum element of b, that is u, sort the remaining elements in w and append. 
In fact from goal 4b we eventually derive 
16 -7 (b = 2) min(b) . sort(lent(b) 9 rent(b)) 
The functions mm, lem and rem correspond to auxiliary procedures derived in the course 
of the proof: min(b) returns the minimum element of b; (lem(b) and tern(b) together return 
the remaining elements of b (specifically, the substrings of b to be left and right of min(b), 
respectively. 
Resolving goal 16 with the base ease, b = ~, completes the proof and results in the 
following selectsort program: 
Fif x = 2 then 2 1 
selectsort(x) ~ l_else min(x) 9 seleetsort(lem(x) 9 rem(x)) ~" 
A complete derivation of the above program required 17 steps. An additional 22 steps 
were required to derive programs for the auxiliary functions min, lem and. rem. The 
resulting programs are 
(lem(x), min(x), rem(x) ~[  
if tail(x) = 2 then (2, head(x), 2) ] 
~if head(x) <~ rain(tail(x)) Jl else ]then (2, head(x), tail(x)) 
Lelse (head(x) . lent(tail(x)), rain(tail(x)), tern(tail(x))) 
INSERTSORT 
In deriving the mergesort program we start by using the left and right functions in 
order to decompose the input b into the two substrings left(b) and right(b). We then used 
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the induction hypothesis to replace left(b) and right(b) with sort(left(b)) and sort(right(b)) 
respectively. The resulting goal was 
7a perm(sort(left(b)) 9 sort(right(b)), z) ^ ] ord(~)... 
This goal led to a mergesort algorithm; to satisfy the above conjunets it was sufficient 
to take the output z to be merge(sort(left(b)), sort(right(b))). In other words, to compute 
sort(b) we merely needed to split b in half, sort the two halves, and merge the results. 
But left and right are not the only decomposition operators that are primitive in our 
theory; we also included the functions head and tail. Instead of splitting b into left and 
right halves, we could have used these functions to split b into head(b) (the first element 
of b) and tail(b) (the remaining elements of b). By proceeding in this fashion we obtain 
the following analog to goal 7a: 
7b perm(head(b) 9 sort(tail(b)), z) ^ 
oral(z).., z 
Where goal 7a required us to merge two already sorted substrings, goal 7b requires us 
to insert the single element head(b) into an already sorted string sort(tail(b)). This will be 
accomplished by the auxiliary function insert, resulting in the final program. 
A complete derivation of the above program required 12 steps. The derivation of insert 
required an additional 15 steps. The resulting program for insert is 
f Fif head(x) <.% u insert(u, x) ~ else [then head(x) . insert(u, tail(x)) " [_else u 9 insert(head(x), tail(x)) 
SORTING PROGRAMS WITHOUT AUXIL IARY PROCEDURES 
It is interesting to consider how the system might proceed if it did not include a 
mechanism for the generation of auxiliary procedures9 Surprisingly the derivations could 
still be completed. 
Recall that during the insertion sort program we obtained 
penn(head(b) "sort(tail(b)), z) ^ 
ord(z) 
Several steps later in the derivation we might obtain the following goal: 
12 
perm(head(b) 9 tail(sort(tail(b))), w) ^ 
ord(w) ^  
hew = head(sort(tail(b))) <% h ^ 
sort(tail(b)) # 2 
Note that goal 12 contains a replica of goal 7. Specifically if goal 7 is 
G[head(b), sort(tail(b)), z], 
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then goal 12 is 
FIG[head(b), tail(sort(tail(b))), w]]. 
Normally this recurrence would motivate the system to introduce an auxilary tableau 
from which it could derive the auxiliary procedure insert. Another possibility is that the 
system bravely continue to work on Goal 12, using only the assertions originally available 
to it. In this case the most natural step is to resolve the first two conjuncts with our 
induction hypothesis. The resulting goal is 
h ehead(b) 9 tail(sort(tail(b))) 
head(sort(tail(b)) <.h ^ 
head(b) 9 tail(sort(tail(b))) '<o, b ^ 
sort(tail(b)) ~ 2 
head(sort(tail(b)))" 
sort(head(b) 9 tail(sort(tail(b)))) 
Ultimately we would derive 
tail(b) r 2 ^ 
br  
if head(b) <-<, head(sort(tail(b))) 
then head(b) 9 sort(tail(b)) 
V head(sort( ail( b ) ) )" 
else l_sort(head(b) . tail(sort(tail(b)))) 
Resolving with the base cases would complete the proof, and yield the final program 
slowsort(x) 
if x=2 then 2 
else if tail(x) ~ )t then x 
I if head(x) ~< head(slowsort(tail(x))) 11 
| then head(x) 9 slowsort(tail(x)) 
else | , [head(slowsort(tail(x))). 
[else [ slowsort( head( x) 9 tail(slowsort( tail(x) ) ) 
If we had proceeded analogously at the outset of our mergesort derivation, the 
following program could have been derived 
sleepsort(x) 
i f  x=2 then 2 
else if tail(x) = 2 then x 
I if head(sleepsort(left(x))) <~ head(sleepsort(right(x))) t 
. Fhead(sleepsort(left(x)))" ] | 
then 
else/ Lsleepsort(tail(sleepsort(ZeSt(x))) . sleepsort(right(x))) J I
[ ,  Chead(sleepsort(right(x))). 31 
l e~se Lsleepsort((sleepsort(left(x))). tail(sleepsort(right(x))))]J 
While not particularly efficient (!), these programs are interesting because they were not 
known in advance but discovered inadvertently while trying to derive other programs: as 
suggested above, we discovered the slowsort program by following a natural branch in the 
insertsort derivation; the steepsort program was discovered by intentionally following a 
similar branch in the mergesort derivation. Both programs took us by surprise since we 
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had not considered the possibility of a sorting algorithm without auxiliary procedures. 
This experience suggests that by systematically exploring the derivation space an auto- 
mated system might discover other novel sorting programs. 
OTHER PROGRAMS 
We now list some of the other programs derived using the Manna-Waldinger formal- 
ism. These include a bubblesort program and iterative versions of the selectsort and 
insertsort algorithms hown earlier. 
BUBBLESORT. In our original theory we include two pairs of decomposition operators: 
{head, tail} and {left, right}. Let us now add a third pair of functions: {front, last}. The 
function last(x) returns the last element of x and front(x) returns the substring of x 
containing all but the last element. Using these functions it is possible to derive the 
following bubblesort program: 
r i fx=2 then 2 1 
bubblesort(x) Lelse bubblesort(front(sift(x))) 9 last(sift(x)) J" 
Here the auxiliary procedure sift is defined by 
Iif tai l(x)= 2 then x l ] 
~1  ['if head(x) <. head(tail(x)) 
sift(x) ~else [then head(x) 9 sift(tail(x)) 
[_ [.else head(tail(x)) 9 sift(head(x) - tail(tail(x))) 
This function moves the maximum element of its argument to the end of the string, 
leaving the other elements in place. 
SELECTSORT. Assuming that we have already derived the seleetsort program given earlier 
we can use the program transformation technique given in Manna & Waldinger (1980) to 
derive the following alternative version of selectsort: 
seleetnew(x) ~ snew2(2, x), 
I if z = 2 then y 7 snew2(y, z) = "else ~ [y " rain(z), x | .  
L snewZ(lem(z) .rem(z)J J  
This program is essentially iterative and therefore more efficient than the original 
selectsort program. 
INSERTSORT. The transformation technique may also be used to obtain the following 
iterative version fo insertsort: 
insertnew(x) r b~ew2( 2, x), 
I if z =2 then y \1 ~- (insert(head(z), y), . 
inew2(y, z) kelse inew2 \tail(z) )J 
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6. Program Structure 
The initial four programs derived here belong to a single class of sorting algorithms 
based on the divide-and-conquer paradigm; to computer(x) we first divide x into smaller 
parts, apply f to each of these and then recombine. Schematically then we may 
characterize the inductive branch of each sorting algorithm (very roughly) by 
sort(b1) 
b s~ b2) 
sort(bn) 
decompose compose 
sort(b) 
Here decompose represents a set of functions that divide b into parts (bj through b,,), 
while compose represents a function that recombines the sorted parts. For example, in 
quieksort, decompose represents the functions les and gre, while compose is taken to be 
append; in mergesort, decompose represents left and right while compose is taken to be the 
auxiliary function merge. 
We can classify our first four programs according to the what role auxiliary procedures 
play in the above schema. For quicksort and seleetsort the auxiliary functions are used for 
decomposition, while for the other two programs they are used for composition. The 
difference is crucial because, in our programs, it is the auxiliary procedures that do the 
basic sorting. Thus when the auxiliary function is used for decomposition sorting is done 
on the way down the recursive chain; the auxiliary is applied before the recursive call to 
sort. When the auxiliary is used for composition, sorting is done on the way back up; the 
auxiliary is applied after the recursive call to sort. 
The duality between these two types of program is reflected in a duality between two 
types of proof used in our derivations: bottom up and top down. 
In the quieksort derivation we solved our problem in a top-down manner. Initial use of 
the perm-insert axiom led the output z to be broken into x 9 head(b), y. The condition 
ord(z) then resulted in the subgoals ord(x) and ord(y). These were proved by use of 
induction, taking x to be sort(wl) and y to be sort(w2). So in effect we determined how 
to compute sort(b) (i.e., z) not in terms of b but in terms of new unknown strings Wl and 
w2. We were left with a residual goal specifying how w I and wa must relate to the input 
b. Auxiliary functions les and gre were then derived to satisfy the new specification. 
In the mergesort derivation, a bottom-up approach was used. Here we applied our 
recursive call directly to substrings of b. The resulting subgoal specified how the sorted 
substrings must relate to the final output sort(b). The auxiliary procedure served to 
compute sort(b) using the already sorted substrings. 
Schematically, we may represent the two proofs as follows: 
sort(b) sort(b) 
+ T 
tes(b) ?  so,'t(left(b)) 
gre(b) J [sort(right(b)) J 
b b 
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In the first chain we proceed from the top down, initially using the induction hypothesis 
to express ort(b) in terms of tes(b) and gre(b), then deriving these from b using an 
auxiliary tableau. In the second chain we go from the bottom up, first using the induction 
hypothesis to derive sort(left(b)) and sort(right(b)) from b and then relating these 
quantities to sort(b) using an auxiliary tableau. The direction of each chain effectively 
determines whether the recursive call on sort is applied before or after application of the 
auxiliary procedures. 
So, roughly speaking, a top-down proof resulted in an algorithm where sorting was 
done "from the top down" while a bottom-up roof resulted in sorting "from the bottom 
up". This correspondence illustrates how the structure of a proof may determine the 
structure of the program it generates. The generality of the deductive approach lies in the 
fact that proof structure isunconstrained bythe system; corresponding program structure 
is thus likewise unconstrained. While the initial four programs happened to conform to 
the divide-and-conquer paradigm, this was not imposed by the system; other varieties of 
proof have produced ifferent types of algorithm. For example neither the bubblesort nor 
the slowsort programs are of the divide-and-conquer va iety. 
7. Comparison with Clark and Darlington 
In order to bring out a feature of the Manna-Waldinger framework that is favorable 
to automation we will briefly compare a segment of our quicksort derivation with that of 
Clark & Darlington (1979). In this framework there are no facilities for building domain 
information i to the inference mechanism; each step involves the use of a single property. 
For a meaningful inference, several small steps must generally be combined. Considered 
in isolation these individual steps often lack motivation. 
As an example consider an initial segment of the Clark & Darlington (t979) 
derivation of quicksort, which we will paraphrase in the tableau framework. 
Aco 
perm(b, zl . zz) A 
ora(zO ^  orcl(z~) A 
gez l  A h~z2 ~ g <~h 
Z 1 9 Z 2 
In Clark & Darlington (1979) recursive calls are introduced by means of folding, a 
technique roughly equivalent to the use of induction in the Manna-Waldinger system. To 
apply folding, part of the goal must form a replica of the original specification. Starting 
from goal Aco this is achieved by the following two steps. First transitivity is used to 
replace perm(b, zI " z2) by 
perm(b, wl 9 w2) A perm(wl 9 w2, zl, z2). 
Then perm(w 19 w2, Zl " z2) is replaced by the much stronger condition 
perm(wl, zl) A perm(w2, z2). 
These two steps result in the new goal 
Bc~) 
perm(b, wl " w2) A 
perm(wl, zl) ^ ord(zl) ^ 
perm(w2, z2) ^  ord(z2) A 
gEz~ A h~z2 ~ g <~ h 
Z 1" Z 2 
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The boxed expressions are replicas of the original specification and therefore may be 
eliminated by folding. The resulting oal is 
I CoD perm(b, w I 9 w2) ^  
g Esort(w 0 ^ h esort(w2) ~ g <~ h 
sort(w,)" sort(w2) 
Note that the first two steps were motivated only by considering their ultimate function 
of providing a replica; individually they are gratuitous: the first step arbitrarily introduces 
new variables and the second involves a great deal of strengthening. To motivate the 
above segment heuristically the system would have to understand how the three steps 
combined to permit use of folding. This suggests the use of fairly global heuristics. 
In our framework individual derivation steps correspond more directly to meaningful 
inferences. This is due in part to the use of higher-level inference rules than those of Clark 
& Darlington (1979); the relation-matching, relation-replacement a d theory-resolution 
rules each build in low-level properties of the theory within which they are applied. For 
example, a single application of resolution with matching may implicitly use several 
monotonicity properties of string operators. 
To contrast with the example above, consider an analogous egment of our quieksort 
derivation. Recall goal 9, which we denote here by AMee, 
AM~v 
perm(tail(b), zl 9 z2) ^  
oral(z3 ^  ord(z9 ^  
g~z 1 ^  hEzz=g <.h 
z I " head(b) 9 z2 
(For the sake of comparison we will omit some conjuncts from the original goals.) 
Manna and Waldinger's theorem-proving framework allowed us more freedom in 
applying induction. We were able to resolve with just the ord part of the induction 
hypothesis without needing to obtain a replica. The resulting goal was 
BMW 
perm(tail(b), sort(wO 9 sort(w,)) ^  
gEsort(wO A h Esort(w2) ~ g <~ h sort(w1) 9 head(b) 'sort(w2) 
We then applied relation replacement, again using the induction hypothesis, to replace 
all occurrences of sort(w1) and sort[w2) by wl and w2, respectively. 
perm(tail(b), w1" w2) ^  
CMw g ~w 1 ^  h ~w2 ~ g <- h sort(wl 9 head(b) . sort(w2) 
These steps make implicit use of the perm transitive property [which Clark & 
Darlington (1979) needed to apply explicitly]. Goal CMw roughly corresponds togoal Cco 
[in fact it is simpler since Clark & Darlington (1979) still needs to eliminate two occurrences 
of sort]; but in contrast to the Cco derivation, the steps leading to goal CMw were intuitively 
well motivated; to achieve goal BMw we proved two of the conjuncts in goal AMw via 
induction; in goal CMw we further simplified by eliminating superfluous occurrences of 
sort. Both steps make sense in isolation without considering the proof as a whole. It is our 
hope that steps of this type could be motivated within an automated system using purely 
local heuristics. 
Another contrast between our derivation and that of Clark & Darlington (1979) can be 
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seen by comparing the output entries of goals Cco and G~w. Goal CcD requires that wl 
and w2 contain, between them, all the elements of the input b. But this requirement can 
be trivially satisfied by taking w~ to be b itself and w2 to be the empty string 2. In this case 
the output sort(w1) " sort(w2) contains a recursive call on the original input, leading to a 
nonterminating program. In fact, the final quicksort program derived in Clark & 
Darlington (1979) can fail to terminate. 
Goal CMw requires that wl and w2 partition the elements of tail(b). In this case both 
wt and w2 must be strictly smaller than b, guaranteeing that the output 
sort(wl) 9 head(b) 9 sort(w2) produce no infinite recursion. 
The difference between the two programs tems from a difference in the means by 
which recursion is introduced in the two synthesis frameworks. In the deductive frame- 
work, recursion is introduced by use of the induction hypothesis. But this axiom applies 
only to objects smaller than the original input, effectively guaranteeing that a correct 
derivation lead to a program that terminates. The corresponding use of folding in Clark 
& Darlington (1979) imposes no such restrictions, allowing the derivation of partially 
correct but nonterminating programs. 
8. Related Work 
Broy (1978) offers perhaps the most extensive treatment of sorting, deriving 12 
different algorithms from a common specification. Here the emphasis is on human 
program development rather than computer-based synthesis. The derivations are 
paradigms for the kind of systematic programming advocated by Dijkstra, in which 
program construction is broken into small formal steps, which gradually transform a 
specification into algorithmic ode. The choice of which transformation to apply is seen 
as a design decision regarding the target program. 
Clark & Darlington (1979) and Darlington (1978) use a predicate logic framework 
similar to that of Manna & Waldinger (1980). By applying Peano-style theory axioms a 
first-order specification is decomposed into subproblems. Those parts that replicate the 
original specification are satisfied by recursion. The remaining portion becomes a 
specification for new auxiliary procedures. In Clark & Darlington (1979) the system is 
used to manually derive four applicative sorting programs over lists and in Darlington 
(1978) to derive six array sorting program. The focus of both papers is on program 
analysis and specifically on how the relationship between algorithms is brought out by 
tracing common origins in the derivation tree. 
Laaser (1979) presents a fully automated system capable of synthesizing recursive 
programs uch as mergesort and insertsort. The system is based on systematic generation 
and testing of possible outputs. Each output candidate is substituted into the program 
specification; this yields a test condition under which the output is acceptable. A theorem 
prover is then used in an attempt o simplify the condition. If the condition reduces to 
false then the output candidate is rejected; otherwise the simplified expression is used as 
a guard in the derived program. Recursive output is restricted to one-level-down 
decomposition of the input structure (e.g., decomposing a binary tree into left and right 
branches). This excludes uch programs as quicksort and seleetsort, in which an auxiliary 
procedure is needed for decomposition. 
Follet (1981) performs manual derivations for in-place versions of quicksort and 
insertsort. The system initially uses domain knowledge to split a top-level goal into 
subgoals. Techniques borrowed from planning (Waldinger, 1977; Manna & Waldinger, 
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1977) are then used to achieve the various subgoals simultaneously. One technique 
involves passing back a goal over parts of the code already synthesized. This produces a
new goal which takes into account side-effects of the subsequent program segment. 
Follet's system includes a computer implementation which can synthesize certain simple 
programs such as one for finding the maximum element of an array, but fails to 
synthesize the more complex sorting programs. The problem of passing back goals 
appears to be one of the stumbling blocks in the latter case. 
In Green & Barstow (1978) an informal method is given for transforming certain 
recursive sorts into more efficient iterative ones. The recursive forms require production 
of all elements before any can be consumed. The transformation involves interleaving the 
two operations o that partial results may be obtained without use of a recursion stack. 
We have accomplished similar transformations formally using the deductive framework. 
The resulting programs are listed in section 5. 
In Smith (1985) a system is presented that can synthesize four of the recursive sorts in 
this paper but with more human assistance than in Laaser's system. At the top level, 
a knowledge based approach is used, including program schemas and certain design 
strategies for filling in unknown operators. Once particular operators have been chosen, 
a theorem prover is used to deduce specifications for those remaining. At this stage 
primitive operators may be matched with the new specifications, or else auxiliary 
procedures may by synthesized by returning to the top level. One interesting aspect of 
Smith's system is that the main programs for all four sorts are derived using a single 
program schema, based on the divide-and-conquer principle. The commonality of these 
programs is clearly brought out by the unifying schema. Unfortunately many of the 
low-level auxiliary procedures required do not conform to the general schema nd must 
be synthesized by some other method. 
A principal advantage of the deductive approach over the frameworks used in Laaser 
(1979) and Smith (1985) is its generality. In these systems, automation was achieved in 
part by specializing the synthesis mechanism. In Smith, program structure was circum- 
scribed by a set of pre-existing schemas; in Laaser recursion was fixed by the method if 
input decomposition. Such constraints tend to limit the derivable programs to forms 
already conceived by the system's designer. The derivations given here suggest hat 
automation might be achieved within a more general framework. In deductive synthesis, 
program structure is determined by proof structure, which is unconstrained by the 
system. Similarly there are no limits on recursion since a general induction rule will 
handle any type of input decomposition. The flexibility allowed us to derive a wider class 
of algorithms than in either Laaser (1979) or Smith (1985). 
While the programs given in this paper were derived manually, we ultimately hope 
that a computer implementation f the system (of which none currently exists) will find 
similar programs automatically. Our derivations are intended to suggest this possibility. 
The proofs are short in relation to program complexity (on the order of 40 steps per 
program) and individual derivation steps are uncontrived. We have also shown how an 
automated system might discover auxilary procedures, a common "eureka" step in 
program construction. 
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